A comprehensive formalisation of data-parallel symmetries in an imperative language paradigm without nesting is presented, which includes translational, a ne and access symmetries. A subtyping system which takes these symmetries into account is discussed. A multi-component type is introduced, with type inclusion in each component re ecting a diminished symmetry of a supertype compared to any of its subtypes. It is possible to use the proposed type scheme in a data-parallel language compiler to deduce access information from unannotated programs.
Introduction
Science treats symmetry in the broader sense as the property of an object not to change under a certain transformation e.g., translational symmetry of space. The role of symmetry in science is fundamental: symmetric cases of general phenomena usually lend themselves to analysis far more easily and can be described using fewer parameters at a higher lever of abstraction. The role of symmetry in computer science is essentially the same except that its language is used less widely than the language of classi cation, i.e. type theory. H o w ever, it should be possible to introduce symmetry as a classi cation factor into some type-theoretical framework thus providing a natural hierarchical classi cation of objects used in a particular programming paradigm.
But is there a need for such a h ybrid symmetry plus type theory approach? The answer is a rmative if the world of objects the type system is used to describe has many attribute dimensions", such as element t ype, rank, distribution, alignment, access mode, etc., with objects placed at di erent locations in the attribute space being partially compatible in the sense of the existence of a coercion to some common attributal archetype. Not all of such attributes have the strict nature of type, many can be described at best as compile-time annotations"; they do not in uence the value of the object they de ne but have some impact on the e ciency of code. Such a situation is almost unique to the area of data parallelism understood rather more broadly than the SIMD mode of computing, where only few of the many attributes that a data object would typically have require strict matching while the choice of the rest of the attributes is dictated by some e ciency constraints.
This paper proposes a way of turning all major attributes of data-parallel DP objects into components of type. When this is done, compatibility of di erent t ypes and the fact that a value does not depend on all of them becomes an issue of proper subtyping in a more or less conventional type system. However, before introducing the speci c contribution of this paper, we m ust disclaim any relationship between our work and type theory as a research topic as well as functional programming, whose lexicon we h a v e borrowed for convenience. Our purpose being completely utilitarian, the issues we shall address are as follows:
1. What is the natural hierarchy of data attributes and how do di erent kinds of symmetry de ne it?
2. How can a subtyping overloading scheme be introduced to enable deduction of properties of objects by the compiler for e cient distributed implementation?
For all its speculative c haracter, the rst issue gives rise to a rich classi cation that embraces the cases of translational and a ne symmetry, which standard programming languages for data parallelism, such a s F ortran 90 and HPF, treat less systematically: solutions in data" are not available and so a di erent pattern of code has to be used to re ect the particularity of a data object. To illustrate this, imagine a 2d array which has been made out of a single row b y replication and which will continue to have such structure after any assignment. Suppose there is a piece of code to run some DP algorithm on a general-structure 2d array. If symmetry, and this one in particular, were supported by the type system, exactly the same code would be required for both general and replicative 2d arrays. Every DP operator would be subtyped as appropriate to handle a replicative array without unnecessary repetition, with the result having the same symmetry subtype. As it is, the user must write a specialised piece of code for the replicative case or use the general code and put up with the e ciency losses that will ensue. A more complex, yet equally important, version of translational symmetry is a ne one, which is present wherever the elements in the respective dimension form a constant strided sequence. Note that translational symmetry of an axis can be regarded as a particular case of a ne symmetry with the increment equal to zero, at least for numeric element t ypes. The application of a ne symmetry is less general though, as it is mainly important for classi cation of integer index objects used in geometric selections. In Section 6.3.2 we de ne a general selection skeleton which accepts indices of any a ne type up to and including total lack of a ne symmetry and which has enough information from the type alone to be compiled into an appropriate combination of general rearrangement, shifts, decimations, transpositions or any other primitives which the machine may h a v e and which the compiler would not be in a position to use otherwise unless it is guided by explicit machine-dependent annotations. Similarly, all cases of convex clipping of an array for algorithms on convex polyhedra are supported by a symmetry class of Boolean arrays, a ne Boolean, that are the results of thresholding an a ne integer array, see Section 6.3.3.
Purely geometric symmetries are not the only ones to be taken into account though. Not only is e ciency diminished by repetitive access to the same data or accessing data that can instead be computed on the y; access to essentially di erent elements may be unnecessarily expensive due to inadequate distribution and or alignment of data objects. We undertake to describe the distribution and alignment properties of objects as abstract symmetries in order to integrate these with geometric symmetries within the same analytical framework.
What kind of symmetry is that? For example, observe that a certain distribution of an object makes access to it as a whole and to any constant-strided segments of it equally expensive this is what HPF calls block distribution". This can be regarded as a characteristic of the distribution mode, but it is also a kind of symmetry that a so distributed object has: its access cost does not change after an a ne selection. The di erence between explicitly de ning a concrete distribution mode and declaring that an object has some special access symmetry is that the latter is less machinedependent and o ers a clear cost intuition to the user: if one needs to make regular selections of an object e ciently, the object must be declared with this particular access symmetry. Section 4 explores the hierarchy of symmetry inherent in three major modes of access: total, a ne and random, on the basis of cost expectancy graded as serial ON, remote Olog N and instant O1 access cost. With the help of special access types, we h a v e managed to build a total, rather than partial, order classi cation of access symmetry in a single dimension. That is then expanded into a lattice of access types for multidimensional objects.
The second issue above calls for adoption of a certain computational model, since otherwise the division between data and process parallelism would be indistinct. In fact what we are interested in is array parallelism, which is de ned in terms of parallel array update. The conventional imperative paradigm treats that as an assignment with nonscalar right-and left-hand sides, while a functional paradigm's view can be summarised in an array calculus, such as Bir89 , which builds array transformations from scalar operators. Ours is a third way: since we concern ourselves with symmetries, we w ould like to be able to treat processes as data which can be subjected to symmetry analysis just as any data object, while retaining the general bulk-synchronous structure of computation.
To this end, the well-known concept of single-threaded state transformer is used similarly to the way the imperative s t yle is supported in functional programming 1 . Using this concept, DP execution can be represented as reduction of arrays of state transformers by functional composition, with data parallelism being de ned as a generally partial commutative symmetry of that reduction. This, incidentally, is a feature which renders Wadler's threading primitive join inadequate it has no such symmetry for DP situations. Our state transformers must therefore be regarded as nonmonadic.
In practice our approach t o t yping processes allows one to de ne the semantics of a partially DP" assignment and avoid having to sequentialise independent updates wherever some partial order of element assignments must be honoured | which has been the strongest argument against explicitly-DP languages and in favour of loop vectorisation.
Finally, the general model limitation, which w e shall assume hereinafter, is that nested DP computing in the sense of Ble93 is not supported, although it appears nesting would not change the nature of fundamental DP symmetries too much. It nevertheless requires a separate study.
Paradigm type system
Since symmetry is usually gradable, there is always a classi cation of objects in the increasing order of symmetry which can be partial to allow incommensurable symmetry types. We m ust re ect this classi cation in an inclusion relation on typessee Rey85 , also known as subtyping, which has to be maintained by a t ype system throughout the DP language paradigm. Also, the explicit account of symmetry that has a complex Cartesian structure proliferates operations very much, which makes it impossible to mark each particular version speci cally with the symmetry it is intended for, and at the same time avoid unwieldy notation. It is possible, however, to overload the respective functional constant with all versions of an operator provided that the type system is able to disambiguate any operation to its speci c type using the context it occurs in.
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As is common to all subtyping paradigms, the type system always attempts to infer the least type required i.e. the narrowest one in terms of subtyping for any expression in the program since such a t ype conveys all static information deducible from type. The type system will automatically insert upgrading coercions between the operator and its operands to raise the operand type to that required by the operator. Such coercions are unambiguous because a subtype is included in its supertypes in the set-theoretical sense. The inverse, a coercion from a supertype to a subtype, is not de ned by a simple set inclusion and is generally either ambiguous or expensive since some of the static information associated with the data is lost. Consequently, d o wngrading coercions have t o b e explicit. For example, for a natural arithmetic type inclusion: integer rational, the upgrading coercion involves some change of form but not of semantics, since an integer is at the same time a rational. On the other hand, if one wished to have an automatic downgrading coercion, that would be problematic as a single rational number can be coerced to two i n tegers upper and lower bounds, which i s a m biguous, and besides a machine representation may be used which supports a larger range of rationals making many of them incoercible to integer with any reasonable precision.
However, an explicit downgrading coercion, that is a function of type rational ! int, w ould de ne precisely what is intended.
1 contrary to the popular belief, this simple technique by itself requires neither monads nor their attendant notation; the reader will nd all necessary prerequisites directly in Section 2 2 To our knowledge only the author of Smi93 has given a constructive approach t o a t ype system with both inclusion and overloading; we refer the reader to that paper and add the homomorphism restriction which is essential for our rather more algebraic than functional treatment.
An overloaded operator has a quanti ed type signature which can be regarded as a set of type signatures it can assume. If an operator L has two o v erloadings, for example, L 1 :: a 1 ! b 1 and L 2 :: a 2 ! b 2 , and besides a 1 a 2 , the type system can disambiguate the application L X , where X :: w a 1 , t o L 1 c w!a1 X o r L 2 c w!a2 X, with generally di erent result types a c denotes the coercion shown in its subscript. In the general case of overloadings de ned at arbitrary locations on the type lattice and having any output type, the ambiguity of the type and value of the result would be unbounded. However, the only meaningful set of overloadings is the one in which the members are di erent representations of the same operator otherwise why use the same symbol?. In the general case of type inclusion, the domains of di erent o v erloadings overlap, for example, a rational as well as integer overloading can be applied to an integer operand; in those areas two or more versions could be selected and they would evaluate to generally di erent results, let alone types. To a v oid any a m biguity the following restriction is introduced:
De nition 2. An operator is said to satisfy the homomorphism restriction if all its overloadings do pairwise. For any instance of the operator where more than one overloading is compatible with the type of the operand, the one with the least result type is chosen. If in fact a di erent one was intended, which has a senior result type, the context would expect that type of the result. In this case the compiler should insert the appropriate coercion automatically, which, due to the homomorphism restriction, would cause the same value to be used.
For example, operator + can be considered as overloaded with + 1 : long; long ! long ; + 2 : real; real ! real ; being the two principal types. Assuming the short long real subtyping, where short and long are nite integer types with a shorter and longer range, respectively, a short; long operand will automatically cause the type system to choose overloading 1 with an upward coercion of the rst component of the operand, whereas a real; long operand will cause overloading 2 to be selected with the respective coercion of the second component of the operand tuple. The implementation and even semantics of the overloadings can be very di erent + 2 involves inexact oating-point arithmetic, whereas + 1 is standard addition of integer numbers; to satisfy the homomorphism restriction it is required that for any i n teger x, y and z, x + 1 y = z implies " x + 2 " y = " z , where the symbol " denotes the long-to-real coercion.
Interestingly, if the mantissa size of the oating-point format is smaller than the size of a long integer representation so that rounding is possible while coercing to oating-point, the second overloading is illegal. However, if only the oating-point result may exceed the exact representation range, that does not matter since the respective result from overloading 1 would simply be unde ned integer over ow".
For the Cartesian product of a few types there is a standard subsumption order whereby a junior tuple must be junior in all components. Due to the standard subsumption we will always obtain type lattices from products of linearly ordered, bounded subtypes. We shall therefore always assume that we can deal with individual components of the multitype separately: while introducing a subtyping in one component, exact matching of the other components can be assumed without any loss of generality.
As regards type constructors, we shall, in particular, have t o a v oid -recursion on array t ypes as that would introduce nesting. This means, in particular, that for any m ultitype there is a non-array element t ype, or el-type component, which, albeit not de ning an array, can be as complex and abstract as the type system can handle. In particular, it can be a disjoint union or a -abstraction if the subtyping logic can decide subsumption of such t ypes. It can also be an arrow t ype introducing an array of functions, in which case, however, another non-nesting restriction applies: each element function must return a scalar otherwise applying the array of functions to an argument w ould result in an array of generally incongruent arrays, i.e. a nested data structure. However, only the el-type has to be restricted that way: if a function is not an array element, we make sure that its application can not produce a nested array see section 3.
Due to non-nesting, el-type judgements do not in uence other components of the multitype that have DP signi cance, and are therefore mostly outside the scope of this paper. There is one important exception though.
Data-parallelism is quite often confused with the SIMD programming model, in which DP computing is e ected as a strict sequence of globally synchronised instructions acting on generally nonscalar data. We shall not narrow d o wn the concept of data parallelism that way but shall instead introduce a global state as a rst-class object, to be able to use the same DP algebra on stateful" as well as stateless" data. The global state of the system can be regarded as an object of some special type which is concealed, i.e. not visible to the programmer. Similarly t o W adler's state monads Wad90 , state-manipulating objects have an arrow t ype signature in terms of , which i s concealed by putting an otherwise unnecessary tag on the arrow, which is not exported. The beauty of the method is that state-manipulating objects have n o o v ert type structure and so only operators from the abstract type de nition can be applied to them. Provided that these are simple combinators closed in the abstract type and which do not fan out the state argument, single-threadedness is achieved Sch85 . A singly threaded program is guaranteed not to share the global state and therefore can be interpreted as a series of destructive state-updates in some order. If the order is partial, it is equivalent to parallelism.
We shall de ne and explore the parallelism of data in terms of the symmetry of skeletal structures of type d Stmt ! Stmt, where Stmt = Sabst ! with some concealed tag Sabst, where the preceding superscript denotes the rank component o f t ype see section 6.1. Naturally, an imperative variable should have the el-type V a r x = V abstx ! ! ; !x , where again V abst is a tag for concealment, with r-expressions using the rst item of the tuple and the l-expressions the second one. This leads to the l-expressions being antimonotonic in type x; if an operator is applied to a variable in both contexts, the type inclusion works in opposite directions. Also, it is convenient to allow the V a rx t ype to be included into concealed types Lexp x = Labst x ! ! and Rexp x = Rabst ! x with the following subsumption rules being exported: To summarise, the paradigm type system assumed below has the power to handle overloading in the presence of atomic subtyping, provided that every set of overloadings satis es the homomorphism restriction. It is suitably overloaded to be relevant to imperative programming. All operators introduced below are well-typed in the paradigm type system. 3 Translational symmetry: orientation Fig 1 shows an example of a vectorisable loop nest as it appears in Fortran. This example uses 3 arrays of di erent ranks in a treble loop nest. Consequently, some of the indexed variables will not depend on some of the loop indices, for example VK is not a ected by I-o r J -iterations and WJ,I does not change with iterations in K. According to f-code MSS93 this symmetry should be interpreted as orientation of operands to a DP operation and should be de ned statically using constant Boolean masks.
De nition 3.1 An m-orientation o f a r ank-R array A is an array object that, if indexed with i 0 ; i 1 ; : : : ; i r , where r equals the length of the mask jmj, selects the element j 0 ; j 1 ; : : : ; j R of the array A, with the indices j 0 ; j 1 ; : : : ; j R drawn from i 0 ; i 1 ; : : : ; i r according to the Boolean mask m in order. The number of ones in a Boolean mask is called the character of the mask and is denoted 2m. F or any valid orientation of A, 2m = R.
Note that orientation introduces translational symmetry in each result dimension corresponding to a zero in the mask.
Using orientations instead of the original arrays one can bring the example in g 1 to a common dimensionality and then drop the explicit iteration space altogether:
where the prime denotes matrix transposition. The notation here is syntactically similar to the numbers in brackets" of APL 2 BPP88 .
In a complete DP world, a function can be applied to a nonscalar argument. Although we can limit our analysis to a function of a single argument and use currying, it has to have a certain rank: since the rank is a component of the multi-type, a function should have t o h a v e a static type signature in the rank component. If a function is applied to an object of a rank higher than the one the function assumes for the argument, this can only be interpreted as a DP application of the function in the co-space of the argument.
De nition 3.2 An m-orientation of a function of a rank-r argument is a function that accepts an array argument of a higher rank R = jmj r . It uses a subset of the argument indices, according to the mask m, with the rest of the indices appended to the index list of the function result. Note that array of scalar functions of arrays is as far as the type construction may go without in icting nesting on the model, which opens the question of what exactly gets orientated if orientation is applied to such an array, whether it is the array itself or the arguments of all functions that it has as elements. The answer to that is that the former takes place while the latter can only be e ected by mapping the orientation operator onto the array, see section 6.1.
Although any v alid orientation must use an explicit unchangeable mask with the character equal to the rank, a function name can be overloaded to represent a member of a family of functions with di erent argument ranks. For example, denote as sum the function that computes the sum of the elements of its argument. There is a family of such functions, parametrised with the argument rank this is the only way t o i n troduce sum with a de nite type signature. For example, the type system should have no di culty in identifying the sum in 011 sum B as two-dimensional so that the expression evaluates to a vector v i = P j;k B ijk .
3.1
Translational subtyping.
The fact that an array object has an additional spatial symmetry is very important in distributed parallel computing. It enables the compiler to map the array elements in such a w a y that series of identical values need not be distributed but can, if necessary, be obtained by broadcasting. It is of bene t therefore to make the information about orientation a component of the multitype by replacing the rank by a r ank mask, which indicates by 1's the object axes along which the elements change and by 0's those ones that have translational symmetry. F or example, if orientation 01 is applied to a vector, that vector becomes a matrix each r o w of which is a replica of the original vector. Obviously, the rank proper is equal to the length of the rank mask. Wherever symmetry is not important w e shall continue to use numerical rank instead of the mask, which indicates that any v alid rank mask is acceptable. The type inclusion relation for types of translational symmetry follows from the fact that the lack of symmetry along an axis is a more general case than its presence, taking into account that symmetries associated with di erent axes are independent.
De nition 3.3 Let two objects x and y have di erent rank masks x 6 = y, with the actual ranks being the same: j xj = j yj = r. Then the type inclusion relation x y is de ned by the partial order 8i : 1 ::r x i y i , a c c ording to the standard subsumption.
The list of object dimensions, also called the array shape, is not can not be made part of the multitype; it is therefore part of the object value. It is represented as the shape vector s : N r + , where N + = N f1g, which at all times must satisfy the condition the double arrow denotes implication: 8i : 1 ::r x i = 1 s i 1 ; that is, all nonreplicated dimensions must be nite.
The orientation symbol used above for array orientation a mask in square brackets has the following rank-mask signature": Here !m; j = P j k =1 m k . Rank masks of di erent lengths i.e. corresponding to di erent dimensionalities are incommensurable. One can, however, drop some, or all, of the translationally symmetric axes using the projection operator b m whose application to any sequence fa i g results in the sequence of elements fa ji g corresponding to the ones in mask m, in the same order. If the projection operator is applied to an array, it e ectively pre xes the sequence of indices to that array. Such an application is legal only if jaj = jmj and 8i : 1 ::jmjm i = 0 a i = 0, which means that the discarded indices have no e ect on the element v alue.
It is convenient to de ne the action of orientation m on a bit sequence, too, in addition to its e ect on arrays: we shall assume that m v for any bit sequence v denotes the result of replacement o f all 1's in the mask by the members of v, in order. For example, 10110 101 = 10010 and 10110 010 = 00100. We will need this form of orientation later on as we discuss a ne symmetry.
For any array A and mask m, b m m A = A ; provided the orientation is valid.
Finally, let us join all rank lattices together at the bottom, by making every scalar type a member of all ranks since this only introduces unambiguous upgrading coercions.
Individual access symmetry
Abstract parallelism of data can be described as the lack o f i n terference between di erent elements of a nonscalar assignment so that the hardware may perform all elemental assignments at once. In practice, however, a distributed implementation would perform DP assignment in a certain fuzzy order to minimise the communication and scheduling costs. In the simplest case of a rectangular processor array, data objects participating in the same DP operation will be co-mapped onto the array with a certain block size. Although scheduling of di erent blocks may be totally independent, within a block computing would have to be strictly serial. Such an arrangement is less symmetric than the source DP model, but the user does not see much operational manifestation of that i.e., in terms of what can and what can not be done with a given data object.
Here we h a v e a case of an abstract model being overly symmetric and needing to be structured further into subdomains of a lesser symmetry. T o separate out objects with di erent symmetries the model has to introduce an a priori access cost, which is an asymptotic N 1, with N being the object size measure that guides the user in the choice of the correct access type. For the purposes of classi cation, the machine is modelled as a single array processor that retrieves arrays as wholes from the remote storage into its internal storage and then performs operations. Consequently, the cost estimates ignore local storage access overheads as these are always present and can be neglected asymptotically.
De nition 4.1 The a priori access cost is a triple c ; c ; c , where c is the cost of total access, i.e. retrieval of all items of the arrangement, but not necessarily in order; c is the maximum cost of a ne access, i.e. an arrangement of array elements with the indices forming an arithmetic progression, and c is the maximum cost of random access. The intuition for a locator arrangement is a localised arrangement of indexed items. Since no distribution across a parallel system is assumed to have been made, all the access costs will have t o be proportional to the number of elements. The importance of this access type is due to its clearly qualifying objects not to be processed in parallel.
De nition 4.3 A collector is a one-dimensional arrangement of N indexed items with an a priory access cost of O1; O log N; O logN or better. A collector is the simplest possible DP arrangement. The intuition behind it is that the object is well-distributed but not structured in any w a y . There should be no problem with accessing it all in unit time, but any given processor may h a v e an arbitrary subset of the indices. Such an arrangement is perfectly acceptable for operations such as reductions as long as those are based on a commutative, associative operation. Putting a collector into a given order will necessitate a quick-sort at least, hence a higher cost of a ne and random access.
De nition 4.4 A sequencer is a one-dimensional arrangement of N indexed items with an access cost of O1; O 1; O logN or better. This should be the most frequent access type. Its main purpose is to de ne array structures with locality, i.e. the ability to be shifted and or decimated in place at almost no cost. Asymptotically the cost of any linearly ordered selection of elements is of order unity, which re ects the fact that shifting along the axis in question is done locally at processor nodes, apart from a small number of elements exchanged between processors at a relative cost of 1=N vanishing as N ! 1 . Indexing arbitrarily, h o w ever, violates locality and hence still requires at least a parallel quick-sort, which i s re ected in the respective cost component.
De nition 4.5 A director is a one-dimensional arrangement of N indexed items with an access cost of O1; O 1; O 1. This is obviously the least restricted access to an array distributed across a parallel processing system. Note that at present this is also the only intuition of cost the user of Fortran-90 For91 can reasonably have, as it is the one corresponding to the random-access presumption of Fortran and the natural meaning of total data parallelism.
De nition 4.6 A replicator is a one-dimensional arrangement of indexed items such that wherever there i s a p ossibility of read access to any of the items, all of them are available immediately. Since no remote reference i s r e quired, the access cost is 0; 0; 0. This may b e a c hieved by k eeping a copy of the whole dimension wherever the executing agent m a y need to use any element of it, but it is achieved automatically if the dimension is translationally symmetric. In either case the dimension is not really distributed, but rather globally available in the way it happens in a virtual shared memory architecture. Updating an element of such a dimension causes a broadcast of the new value to all its copies across the system. If this access type is enforced by an explicit type declaration rather than inferred, that should tell the compiler that the user is willing to pay a high update penalty and use more memory than necessary in order to be able to instantly retrieve a n y element in the respective dimension at any time, similarly to the way scalars are handled in a distributed system.
The above de nitions also de ne the chain of type inclusions replicator director sequencer collector locator ; which is a linear order on types. De nition 4.7 The access type of a multidimensional object is the Cartesian product of per-axis types.
The type inclusion relation between multidimensional access types is one of partial order: a subtype has to be junior in all dimensions of a supertype. Objects of di erent ranks have incommensurable access types. All access types with a common rank form a lattice, see an example in g 2.
The cost intuition based on the hierarchy a b o v e m a y suggest that one should use types that cost the least. This is not the case however, since the objective should instead be to maximise the access type consistent with a given usage of the object, since that improves portability o f c o d e b y relaxing the requirements on the e ciency of remote data access. For example, if a piece of program does not require random access to a nonscalar object and only uses regular selections from it, the object should be typed sequencer: that will make it implementable e ciently even on those architectures which h a v e a slow remote access. It should also suggest to the compiler that block distribution is of advantage. On the other hand typing such an object director" may cause a pseudo-random distribution for the purposes of load balancing, which m a y i n troduce a prohibitive communication cost.
Collective access symmetry
The previous section introduced access classi cation for a single nonscalar object. In real applications, a few nonscalar objects participate in an expression, with the data dependencies causing strong correlations between patterns of access to di erent objects. For example, the most frequent occurrence of a matrix X could be as an operand to an element-wise operator that adds it to another matrix Y . Although each matrix may be implemented as an s 2 -type object which ensures a low access cost of O1, the executing agent w ould have to zip" the elements of X and Y with matching indices since any distributed computing agent can only perform operations locally. In our simpli ed costing model, the cost expectancy of the zipping is at least log N since one of the operands has to be recast to be co-located with the other.
Quite often a DP algorithm is naturally set in some virtual d-dimensional space S, with all objects of dimensions less than d possessing some translational symmetry in S. F or example, a global atmospheric model must be set in a 3d space with the array of the Earth's surface elevation being 2d, 110 -orientated, and the force of gravity if one wished to consider that as a function of the distance from the Earth's centre represented as a 1d, 001 -orientated array. A n y expression that involves point-wise computing of the state of the atmosphere using these physical elds has to cause simultaneous access to all three objects. There is a strong cross-correlation of indices used to access them at any given time, which is an issue quite separate from that of auto-correlation at accessing elements of one object, but at di erent times, the latter being the basis of individual access symmetry. In fact there is no natural end to the series of correlation properties, as we m a y consider correlations between consecutive groups of requests to a group of objects, or the statistical in uence of requesting an element of one object on the probability of requesting an element of another at a di erent time, etc.
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, and certainly the compiler could exploit all of them in its scheduling individual operations similarly to what a RISC optimiser does analysing a loop if it were not for the sheer amount of analysis necessary for such a task and the fact that the user can hardly be expected to assist the compiler either implicitly or explicitly.
Having said that, it is believed that auto-correlation, which suggests the optimal object distribution, and cross-correlation, which is important for establishing the optimal alignment of objects as they are distributed, are the main properties of access. HPF o ers a range of annotations to enable the user to de ne just those, but these annotations, as well as any other ones, do not simply state object properties but describe their implementation. Hereinafter we shall use the term alignment" in a more abstract sense, meaning a certain expected cross-correlation of access.
The solution here is again in terms of proper typing. Since now w e are faced with a problem of abstracting a relation between objects rather than an object's individual property, the standard mechanism of type can not be used. Instead, every object implicitly de nes an equivalence class, i.e. a symmetry, of objects aligned with it, which m ust be given a common abstract type in fact this should be a component o f m ultitype automatically, b y virtue of the equivalence. This information can not be inferred from usage since the fact that two objects are operands to the same operation does not, by itself, qualify them as aligned; and since di erent operations in the same program can suggest con icting alignments, it is the user alone who knows which alignment pattern is predominant. Consequently, alignment arises from, and is strongly associated with, explicit creation of objects.
Observe that the issue of alignment arises wherever the same or trivially modi ed index is used for simultaneous access to a pair of elements; therefore it is individual axes that are aligned rather than objects as wholes. It is reasonable to demand that the class of aligned axes share the mechanism of access to elements, and so the respective access types must be equal. Assuming that every axis is aligned with itself at least, the relation of alignment partitions the set of axes used in any scope of the program into the set of equivalence classes of some cardinality d which is the number of di erently aligned groups of axes. This is what we shall call the primary alignment structure.
Since axes belong to objects, there is another natural partition, or secondary alignment structure, superimposed on the primary one. This partition is in terms of equivalence classes of partially aligned objects, after the requisite re exive and transitive closure. The secondary structure, while being compatible with the primary one, governs the distribution of objects over the memory space of a distributed parallel machine: clearly, i f t w o groups of objects do not have b e t w een them a single pair of aligned axes, they can be distributed independently, without running a chance of alignment con ict. Note that every class of the secondary structure is only de ned over the life time of the member-object that lasts the shortest. Also note that a secondary class has a certain number of primary classes inside, which can be interpreted as rank. Since each primary class has a common access type then the secondary class can be regarded as having the Cartesian product of its primary members' access types. This makes the secondary class very similar to a data object, except it has no shape or value. On the other hand the only role it plays is to replace a relational fact two axes are aligned by an individual property an axis belongs to a certain alignment class, which can be interpreted as a type component.
It should be clear now, that all that is necessary to represent alignment i n a t ype system is a special convention on the use of multicomponent access type synonyms. Each such synonym de nes a secondary alignment class within a scope of the program. For example, the following is a de nition in some syntax of 4 objects using the access type synonym atmo with three components which corresponds to a rank-3 secondary alignment class ellipses denote irrelevant components 6 Access subtyping and fundamental skeletons
In order for the hierarchy de ned above to be useful, the operators acting on arrays have t o b e coloured with access types. That means that although without access types any operator can be applied to any array all the other type components permitting, as soon as we h a v e i n troduced a lattice of access types in every rank, an operator has to be set at some node of the lattice that corresponds to its principal access type. If the operands fall short of the principal type, appropriate coercions are inserted by the type system. Out of the set of possible overloadings, the one with the least type yet compatible with the types of the operands is used.
In the framework of the skeleton approach Col89 , the DP operators can be regarded as instances of a few high-order functions that depend on functional parameters or introduce appropriate data structures. We shall consider some of them below. Since we need to use product types as well as array t ypes in type signatures, it is important that we use some unambiguous notation. We shall denote as r x the type of an array which has rank r and el-type x. When a superscript follows a type variable, as in x n , this should be interpreted as a product type, i.e. the type of all n-tuples of objects of type x. When we use both preceding and succeeding superscripts, an ambiguity m a y result as that can be interpreted either as an array of tuples or a tuple of arrays. In all such cases we shall bracket the type expression explicitly. Finally, wherever the access component o f t ype has to be speci ed, we shall use a preceding subscript, so The above access type signature assumes an important principle of locality: wherever a function application is element-wise along an axis of its argument, it conserves the access type of that axis. The operational meaning of the locality principle is due to the fact that it costs the same to obtain a v alue or any scalar function of it from a remote store.
.
Observe that according to the signature, the operand axes una ected by the function application carry their access types through to the result, and therefore the result array becomes aligned with the operand automatically.
The functional argument call it functional parameter to avoid confusion can be any function taking an object of rank 2m into an object of rank 0 the latter guarantees non-nesting. However, three important cases below structure the functional parameter further, down to the level of scalar user-de ned functions, which can be regarded as parameter-operators, and hence be treated algebraically.
Computation. This is a case of applying the functional parameter to the nonscalar argument to compute a new array. If the rank of the functional parameter argument is 0 then it de nes an ordinary unary operator, such a s , ; if the rank is 1 or higher, the meaning of the Ma pis one of a reduction. De ne three subskeletons: The reader familiar with high-order functions will easily recognise the foldr type signature of , s , which has the meaning of a reduction with any associative but not necessarily commutative operator typed a ! b ! a and its identity v alue typed a. Due to noncommutativity, the access signature requires type sequencer for the last argument. If the reduction operator is commutative as well, , c should be used instead, generally with an increase in parallelism. , c is polymorphic in the rank of the last argument as its semantics is not sensitive to the array structure since it uses the array argument as a bag. Now, for example, the sum operator can be de ned thus: sum m A = Ma p m , c + 0A where 0 is overloaded consistently with the plus. Finally , l describes the most general reduction process that goes sequentially from index 0 to the maximal index, and which does not require its rst argument t o h a v e a n y algebraic properties whatsoever.
Selection. This is a case of using the nonscalar argument o f Ma pto provide some location information that the functional parameter can use to select a speci c element from another array: such a function can always be represented as x: S f x , with some numerical function f, some array S and the constant being the element selection function which returns the element of its rst argument selected using the second argument as index tuple. Function must be polymorphic in its array argument source since it does not use the contents of individual elements. There is no need to distinguish di erent rank versions either, since the rank of the rst argument determines the rest of the signature unambiguously. The resulting signature is as follows : 8 r 0 ; A r A! int r ! 0 A It is tempting to express the whole variety of selections via and its overloadings. This however is not possible due to their non-sensitivity to the access type of the nonscalar index since only a scalar element of it is used at any given time. The only access type can assume is this: : d r ! ! which demands direct access to the array argument along all axes. Since there are many element selections that are more complex than that, and at the same time require more basic access to the array, such a primitive is unsatisfactory. W e shall discuss selections as a separate skeleton in section 6.3.
State update r Stmt ! Stmt. This is the core case of DP state update: a global state update resulting from elemental assignments. Due to the aforementioned restrictions on the abstract type see section 2 the only such function can be , id, where is the operator of composition: f g = x:fg x , and , is one of f, s ; , c g, as de ned earlier, with the latter corresponding to the parallelism and the former to sequentiality of the elemental assignments. Let SEQ k and PAR m be de ned as follows:
where k is a mask with all bits except the kth one equal to zero. Then the composition of a few SEQs and an appropriate PAR would encode any desired PAR SEQ structure of a loop nest with an array element assignment inside. This shows that the DP paradigm can subsume homogeneous process concurrency as well.
Concluding this section, it should be noted that all user-de ned functions for Ma pmay b e required to be scalar, since a nonscalar functional parameter can always be expressed via one of the constant s k eletons ,. The purpose of this skeleton is to penetrate the array structure of each of its two arguments down to the individual elements and then collect the pairs of elements with the same multi-index into a new array of the conforming shape.
The type signature is as follows:
8a; b r a ! r b ! r a; b ; and the result rank mask m is the bitwise or" of the rank masks of the arguments: m = m a _ m b .
Here we h a v e to decide how to deal with the shape attributes of the arguments and result. On the one hand, the intuition of shape has always been close to that of a type attribute, i.e. one would rather require the exact congruence of the operand index spaces. On the other hand, any attempt to make the shape a type attribute see, for example, HM93 fails as the use of any reasonably comprehensive array formalism renders shape conformity undecidable. Consequently, the shape of an array has to be part of its run time value, and shape conformity a run-time issue. Instead of exact conformity, w e are using the f-code requirement MSS93 : every extent of the result is the smaller of the respective extents of the operands. Similar to exact conformity of the operands, this requirement can be applied to a group of objects in any order.
The access type signature for juxtaposition is quite curious. There are four principal overloadings for every pair of corresponding axes:
1. Aligned types. Any access type is acceptable, since using the access apparatus of either of the operands the system will locate both elements of the result pair at once. The result is aligned with the operand axes.
2. Unaligned types; the senior type is l. If the other argument is a locator as well, the result can be aligned with either of the arguments at the same cost. Moreover, aligning the result with a di erent index space is not a priori cheaper. Therefore there is no natural choice of alignment for the case and the juxtaposition of two unaligned locator axes is unde ned. Consequently the type system will assume two locator arrays to be aligned if it encounters their juxtaposition. If the other argument is not a locator, the system will perform a poll to gather the elements of the other axis and align them with the locator dimension. The result type is locator.
3. Unaligned types; the senior type is c. Since a collector has no intrinsic order, it can not be juxtaposed with another collector axis other than by sorting both in the same order, which is essentially the coercion of both operands to an aligned sequencer type. Such an action is similar to a downgrading coercion which ought to be explicit. The same applies to juxtaposing a collector with a sequencer except that the sequencer argument need not be sorted. However, if the other argument is a director or replicator, the juxtaposition is valid. The result type is collector in either case, and the result alignment is with the collector operand.
4. Unaligned types; the senior type is junior to c. The result access type is the senior of the argument t ypes and the result axis is aligned with that of the senior type argument i f t h e t ypes are di erent. If the types coincide, the result has the same access type and is aligned with neither of the arguments, since di erent distribution units could be moved either way t o reduce the cost. Note that juxtaposition can be generalised to any n objects by applying the rules repeatedly and then attening the result el-type tuple:
: : : a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; : : : ; a n 7 ,! a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n : W e shall denote such a juxtaposition by double square brackets: A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A n Let us consider an example translation of a parallel DO nest into the skeletons described so far. The source code we are going to use is as follows:
where PROD denotes the product of all elements. This computation is not purely data-parallel. While all array elements on the right-hand side of the assignment are computed independently, the outermost loop is a sequential process of updating array F. T ranslation could result in the following de nition of the loop nest as a compound statement S: S = Ma p 001 , s idclip3 N0 110 Asg Asg = Ma p := F;Ma p x:sqrtx=w F w = Ma p 11 , c 1 F
The rst line de nes S to be a reduction of the 3d object resulted from replication of the assignment matrix Asg in the third dimension N0 times. The explicit replication is achieved by coercing the 2d object Asg up to a 3d, translationally-invariant one and then setting the extent of the third dimension to N0 using the shape-change function clip3
5
. The assignment matrix is de ned as a 2d state transformer resulting from Ma p ping the assignment primitive as described in the end of section 2 onto the 2d array of pairs containing an element of the l-value" of F obtained by coercion from type V a r and the respective element of the right-hand side. This is a purely-DP assignment. Finally, the third de nition de nes w to be the result of a commutative, associative reduction of F.
The example shows the ubiquity o f Ma p , which can express all degrees of parallelism, from total sequentiality to logarithmic parallelism of reductions to the complete lack of data-dependencies as in DP assignments. It also shows that scalar operators with arity" greater than 1 need juxtaposition for a DP application.
As regards the access type of the objects involved, the rst line would cause the type system to deduce the result of orientation to be of replicator type in the third dimension. The argument of the ,-skeleton is assumed to be a sequencer. This circumstance would normally lead to the type coercion in an implementation, which, for a replicator-to-sequencer transition, would generate subranges of the respective dimension on adjacent processors, i.e. it would e ectively distribute the data. However, in the example in question distribution is unnecessary since the function composition with the argument functions being state transformers de nes a strictly sequential thread, and so distribution brings overheads but no advantage. Fortunately , knows" that its function-argument is of type Stmt ! Stmt ! Stmt, and the code generator may be advised by the analysis part of the compiler accordingly to prevent unnecessary distribution.
Note that, importantly, the translation we suggest avoids implied synchronisation on the array as a whole by e ectively making the outermost loop innermost. This is one of the symmetries expressible in our algebra as we treat state transformers as parallel data | it would not be so even in f-code MSS93 , despite its power to express abstract parallel computations.
Let us proceed to the second line. Due to the principle of locality, the array argument t o Ma p is aligned with the result and also the l-value component of the stateful array is aligned with its r-value both are the results of some coercions of the el-type, see section 2, and so must be local. Consequently, the juxtaposition is being applied to an aligned pair of arrays. This corresponds to case 1 of juxtaposition, which is neutral to access type. We conclude that the type system will derive no access-type restriction on F from the second de nition. In fact, even the rank of the array will not be restricted here, which is consistent with the actual symmetry of the respective F ortran statement.
Finally the third de nition provides a restriction on F requiring the access type to be collector at most, in all dimensions. We continue not to derive a n y restriction on rank the original PROD is evidently rank-polymorphic. However, the access-type restriction obtained is helpful as it tells the code generator that there is bene t in distributing the array, and that there is no need to do it in any regular way as indexing is not going to be required. If it were required, then the access type would have been restricted further in the process of type uni cation.
6.3
Select.
There are two reasons for treating selections separately from the Ma pskeleton. Firstly, a s w as mentioned in section 6.1, they are sensitive to the access type of the array source. Secondly, a more complex subtyping structure is required for the nonscalar index argument, which combines the already encountered translational with yet another, a ne, symmetry, which occurs in integer objects.
The type signature of the Select skeleton is as follows:
where d I is some rank-d index type de ned below, which w e shall assume to be a subtype of d int.
Remember the notation t n is used for the nth power of type t in the Cartesian product sense, i.e. the type of n-tuples of type-x components.
6.3.1 A ne integer type.
In this section we shall use the translational symmetry notation introduced in the end of section 3.1. If an array is purely a ne, the implementation should only store the coe cients of the a ne form since the element v alues can always be re-evaluated from them. Since the number of coe cients required is in all cases very small, the a ne dimensions assume the access type replicator.
An array m a y not have a purely a ne type, with some of the dimensions still being purely a ne. The most general case is described by the following expression: The data constructor for the general index type is parametrised with the mask and accepts as the argument a n l + 1-tuple where l = 2 of a ne form coe cients of equal rank: a 1 : e 1 ; a 2 : e 2 ; : : : ; a l : e l ; b ;
where the integer scalars e 1 ::e l de ne the dimensions of the result along the a ne axes The rest of the shape is determined by the minimum of the respective dimensions of the a ne form coe cients, since, in e ect, this is a case of juxtaposition. Now w e are well-equipped to de ne a ne subtyping on type n int. F or a single dimension the type inclusion relation is as follows: ts as ns ; where ts" stands for translational symmetry, as" for a ne symmetry and ns" for no symmetry. As before, a multidimensional subtype must be junior or equal to a supertype in all dimensions. We exemplify the type lattice in g 3, where the case d = 2 is displayed. Every formula placed at a node of the lattice de nes the structure of all 2d integer array objects having the respective subtype, with the indices i and j ranging over such an object's rst and second dimensions and the coe cients a, b and c determining the value of respective i; j-elements of it. For example, if object A has the a ne type de ned by the structural formula a j i + b j , this means that the values of its elements at any given time satisfy the condition 9a j ; b j 8 i; jA i;j = a j i+b j , with some integer coe cients a and b. This is a case of a ne symmetry in dimension i and no symmetry in dimension j. F or all the subtypes, the number of indices to a, b and c and their relations to the rst and the second index of array A are static 6 and form the type of the a ne object. It should be clear now in what sense the a ne type de ned, for example, by the structure ai+c is a subtype of the one de ned by ai+bj +c: the former is an instance of the latter with b statically known to be equal to zero. Similarly, t ype ai+ bj +c is an instance of b i j +c i for which b i is statically known not to depend on i and for which c i is known to be a linear function of i, namely ai+c with some new a and c. One can also say that the former type is a subtype of the latter since it has a ne symmetry in dimension i, whereas the latter type has no symmetry in that dimension, with the other dimension being typed identically. Incidentally, the fact that the template bj + c i as distinct from b i j + c i does not exist is explained by the disjunctive structure of : since the presence of c i makes the i , axis nonsymmetric already, it would not matter if b i did not depend on i.
The top element of the lattice in each rank is that rank ordinary integer, whereas the bottom element i s a l w a ys a replicated integer scalar. The lattice contains orientated purely-a ne types of all dimensions less then or equal to that of the top element, as well as general index types with partial a ne symmetry.
The access type of an axis of a ne symmetry is replicator, as, obviously, a n y virtual processor is in a position to compute any element of an arithmetic progression immediately given its step and starting values. The implementation may c hoose to introduce smart" upgrading coercions from the replicator type, which modify the way the coercee is produced rather than moving it about when the production is completed.
What is the intention of a ne integer types? They compactify the variety of selection primitives which w ould otherwise have to be di erent functions. For example, slicing a diagonal o a matrix A requires a separate primitive in the standard paradigm, whereas it is in fact general indexing in the form AX i ; B i , where A and B are statically known to be arithmetic progressions with some starting and step values. What if B is an arbitrary integer vector? Can we still usefully exploit the fact that A remains to be a linear sequence? The answer is negative for the standard paradigm, as it would introduce yet another primitive curved diagonal?. However, all that is really required is proper subtyping of index objects so that the variety of selections available to the programmer may include all possible a ne symmetries rather than some particular cases that appear practically important" at present. In the next section we shall propose a single primitive that in our type system can be overloaded for all ranks and a ne types of index so that the compiler may statically know which a ne version of selection is used. The type lattice of a ne types will enable it to approximate the versions that it is not pro table to implement separately if the exploitation of the respective symmetry in the target hardware is impossible.
Sel skeleton.
This function takes as many other arguments as the rank of the rst one, the source. The reason they are not juxtaposed as one would expect of the indices to the same element selection operation is because we do not wish to coerce the nonscalar index tuple to a single a ne type, which w ould cause a loss of type information and therefore an excessive generalisation. Nevertheless, as far as the result contents are concerned, these can be de ned element-wise as follows: S e l Z X 0 X 1 : : :X n k = Map Z X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n k for any v alid multi-index k. However, function Sel, unlike Ma p , can use the informationabout a ne symmetries of the indices as well as the source argument access type to choose the most e cient particular selection. This is achieved by o v erloading Sel for any combination of and of each index argument. If we restrict ourselves to a maximum of 3 dimensions, in the worst case Sel should receive three index objects, each being 3-dimensional at most; we h a v e therefore 33 = 9 per-axis a ne types, each being one of fns; as; tsg in every dimension of the juxtaposition space, and a total of 3 9 a ne overloadings of Sel. This number, though large, is nite, and can easily be reduced in any speci c implementation since rstly, the individual indices are all acting in the same way so that an implementation could have a regular method of generating selection overloadings, and secondly, the a ne lattice provides type approximations for any lesser system of overloadings should the full set turn out to be impractical.
The access type requirements for the source of the Selfunction are very easy to establish. Indeed, if the index corresponding to an axis of the source has an a ne dimension, the axis type can be as high as sequencer. This is because the implementation can always decompose the selection across the a ne axis so that it becomes a set of regular SLICE-like operations which do not require more than the sequencer access type. Otherwise the source axis is required to be a director. Sel is obviously polymorphic in the access type of all indices.
How is the access type of the result de ned? Generally speaking, the selection operation creates an object entirely di erent from the source one: it may h a v e a di erent rank and every dimension of it may collect an arbitrary subset of the source elements, possibly with repetitions. One can not apply the principle of locality to the result of a selection since the operation itself is essentially nonlocal and so every dimension of the result is associated with n collinear axes of the indices n being the rank of the source, each h a ving its own access type. There is a solution however, which is as follows.
Denote as fw k g the access type tuple of X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n . For any k, consider the following cases:
1. w k is senior to type replicator. The respective result axis has the same type and alignment. 2. w k is of type replicator. If the kth axis of each o f t h e X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n is translationally symmetric, so is the result axis, and it has the same type and alignment. Else if all but one axis are such, with the remaining axis of an X m being a ne, then the result axis is aligned with the mth axis of the source. Otherwise, same as case 1. That seems to be quite a complex rule. It has a clear meaning though. In the general case the result of selection is aligned with the selection index to provide control over the result access type. However, when a purely a ne selection is performed in any of the dimensions, it is possible to leave the resulting layers of the source in place, at a much smaller cost. The second case of the rule takes care of that additional symmetry.
How d o e s Sel act on an a ne integer object as the source? If this were not de ned speci cally, then the type system would have to upgrade the source to the general integer type, which w ould cause unnecessary expansion of the a ne form into an array o f v alues. However, even if a speci c overloading for a ne types is de ned, such an expansion may still be necessary if the selection index does not agree in symmetry with the source. A result axis will be a ne only if all the selection indices are a ne or translationally symmetric in that dimension and provided that those axes that are a ne belong to the indices that correspond to a ne translationally symmetric axes of the source. A result axis will be translationally symmetric if for every index axis collinear with it, that axis itself, or the object axis corresponding to the index that axis belongs to, or both, are translationally symmetric. Otherwise the result axis is not symmetric. Formally, i f s i and s i are the parameters of the a ne symmetry of the source, r i and r i the respective parameters of the result, and k i and k i of the kth index object, where the modulo and division are appropriately overloaded to act on a ne types, the latter operation discarding the remainder.
A ne logical arrays.
Another application of a ne symmetry is to de ning nite, contiguous areas of d-dimensional space bounded by h yperplanes of dimensionality d ,1. In 3d, such domains which are usually required to be convex are termed convex polyhedra and are very important for systolic algorithms. In a nonnested DP world the account of a shape other than rectangular can only be made via a circumscribing rectangular Boolean array, in which true marks an inside point and false an outside one or vice versa. The property of convexity is immediately lost though, since the array only de nes a discrete set of points over which it is possible to pull both convex and nonconvex shells. Therefore the general type d logical is much larger than the type required for convex polyhedra, and so a suitable subtype is necessary, which w e shall call a ne Boolean" and denote as d B.
The basis of the a ne Boolean type is the type primary a ne Boolean": Every primary object e ectively encodes a half-space bordering on a hyperplane. The other halfspace can be chosen for the same hyperplane by m ultiplying the coe cients by a n y negative i n teger. The access type of the primary object is replicator as any elements can be computed from the values of b k without communication.
Although the natural metric on a d-dimensional grid i; j = P d k =1 ji k , j k j does not de ne a straight line connecting two points uniquely, w e can adopt the continuous analogy and simply declare all primary a ne Boolean objects convex. Now the general a ne Boolean type can be de ned thus:
De nition 6.4 A ne Boolean is the type of an object that can be r epresented as the element-wise conjunction of objects of primary a ne Boolean type.
Since conjunction works as spatial intersection, and since the intersection of convex sets is convex, any a ne Boolean models a convex polyhedron in the d-dimensional space. Accordingly, the conjunction operator should be closed in the a ne Boolean subtype with other Boolean operators taking the result up to the general Boolean type, similarly to what happens with a ne integers under a general selection.
Type-wise, all we require is a constructor d , with the type signature Note that in fact all k could overload the same symbol since the type of the argument would disambiguate it immediately. T ranslational symmetry, which w ould arise if one wished to build a prismal body, need not be taken into account b y the constructor since one can orientate the result. Finally, a Sel with purely a ne-integer index objects will not destroy the convexity o f a n a ne-Boolean source and therefore should be closed in the a ne-Boolean type of the source. Again, any translational symmetry of the index objects is allowable. Taken literally that would mean the existence of a special structure of array elements which a s a matter of fact is never implemented. Instead an array usually has a run-time descriptor containing a distribution function that takes a virtual address into something with the meaning of physical location. That virtual address is an a ne form of array indices:
where a i are integer coe cients and I i the indices of the array. In a non-distributed system, q would perhaps be a memory address straight a w a y .
If variables use this kind of virtual addressing internally then the distribution function which may be speci c to the variable must have the type Vvar x = int ! V abst x ! ! ; !x ; where x is the el-type and an imperative array R :: d V a r x allows the following parametrisation via a conforming a ne object: R = Ma pfz where f :: Vvar x is the distribution function and z :: d A is the virtual map" of the array, that is, every element o f z contains the virtual address of the respective element o f R . Note that d A is the pure a ne type as de ned earlier. It is quite obvious that any selection from the variable would apply to its virtual map, possibly raising its type to anything up to the general integer. This should be taken into account b y the type system by providing an appropriate subtyping hierarchy, which can be put into e ect by including into the information supplied by the programmer the ; pair of a variable instead of its rank mask m. Naturally, selections from such v ariables would act on the ; of the multitype and a ne subtyping would apply. This would work only with arrays of type variable" since the representation via a distribution function would not apply to a state-independent object. However, both r-and l-components can be subtyped separately, exactly as the full V a r t ype.
6.4
Concatenate.
The DP version of concatenation di ers from the ordinary variety i n t w o w a ys. Firstly, objects to be concatenated may h a v e axes orthogonal to the axis of concatenation, which h a v e to be brought t o a common type, and secondly, there are access type constraints on the argument axes that participate in concatenation. We h a v e to demand that the respective dimensions of the arguments that are orthogonal to the concatenation axis be juxtaposed and so the attributes of the result in this subspace are determined by the juxtaposition. This requirement follows from the fact that any l a y er of the result object that is orthogonal to the juxtaposition axis must be of the same type, and that juxtaposition is indeed the process of bringing collinear axes to a common access type. Without loss of generality, w e can now limit our analysis to the case of 1d arguments to concatenation.
First consider the el-type. One can concatenate objects coercible to a single el-type, with the operation of concatenation not changing the rank:
Cat:: 8a; ba ! b ! a t b ; where the symbol t denotes the least upper bound of two lattice elements. Types a and b must belong to the same type lattice.
As far as the access type is concerned, concatenation applies to type sequencer and above a s it itself requires a relatively weak access mechanism and destroys the regularity of direct access distribution. The natural choice of alignment is with the rst argument, since this allows one to build chains of concatenated objects assuming that the operation of concatenation is left-associative. The reason why the replicator overloading is not supported is because it is mainly used for translationally or a nely symmetric axes, which w ould lose this type of symmetry after concatenation. The access type signature is therefore as follows:
Cat:: 8x s; yx x !y!x 7 Conclusions A t ype system based on analysis of symmetries inherent in distributed DP computing has been introduced and the fundamental DP skeletons have been typed accordingly. It has been shown how the variety of all non-nested DP primitives can be reduced to instances of Ma p , , Sel and Cat with only scalar functional parameters. It is not suggested that a programming language have these skeletal constructs at the user level: the four skeletons should only provide the formal basis for optimisations and should help to introduce appropriate type structures at the level of intermediate DP code, such as f-code.
We w ould like to stress that the simple classi cation developed in this paper has more language than compiler signi cance. It does not necessarily give rise to new heuristics for access pattern inference, but does provide a basis on which a concrete type system for a programming language can be built in order to give the programmer a way of de ning the required access characteristics of data. The skeletons can then be used to de ne precisely the semantics and transformation properties of array operations for such a language.
Having said that, more thought is needed to devise a rewrite calculus which takes into account the skeletons' mutual properties. It is not clear whether these can be introduced within the same notional framework or more assumptions are necessary, in which case portability m a y be compromised.
